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ABSTRACT

Most differentially private mechanisms are designed for the use of

a single analyst. In reality, however, there are often multiple stake-

holders with different and possibly conflicting priorities that must

share the same privacy loss budget. This motivates the problem of

equitable budget-sharing for multi-analyst differential privacy. Our

previous work defined desiderata that any mechanism in this space

should satisfy and introduced methods for budget-sharing in the

offline case where queries are known in advance.

We extend our previous work on multi-analyst differentially pri-

vate query answering to the case of online query answering, where

queries come in one at a time and must be answered without knowl-

edge of the following queries. We demonstrate that the unknown

ordering of queries in the online case results in a fundamental limit

in the number of queries that can be answered while satisfying the

desiderata. In response, we develop two mechanisms, one which

satisfies the desiderata in all cases but is subject to the fundamental

limitations, and another that randomizes the input order ensuring

that existing online query answering mechanisms can satisfy the

desiderata.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Analysis of sensitive information about individuals is essential for

many research tasks. However since such analyses are often made

public this may come at the cost of individual privacy [10, 16, 23].

Differential Privacy (DP) [4, 6] is often considered the gold stan-

dard of privacy protection. Differentially Private mechanisms often

add randomized noise to data to hide the presence of an individual

record while still preserving aggregate information. However, due

to the fundamental law of information recovery [3], answering an
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unbounded amount of queries, even under Differential Privacy will

eventually allow an attacker to accurately reconstruct the underly-

ing dataset. Because of this, data curators must bound the amount

of information released. In differential privacy this is captured by

setting a bound on the privacy loss parameter, 𝜖 , often called the

privacy loss budget or just simply the privacy budget. This turns

any query answering problem into a resource allocation problem.

Given a fixed 𝜖 how much of the privacy budget should be spent

on each query and how will this budget be allocated across the

interests of multiple stakeholders?

We study the Multi-Analyst Differential Privacy problem intro-

duced in [20]. In this setting, there are multiple stakeholders all

interested in a single dataset. The data curator must answer all of

the analysts’ queries while limiting the total privacy budget across

all analysts to be bounded by 𝜖 . Each analyst is entitled to a spe-

cific share of the privacy budget. Since the privacy budget is finite

and must be spent to answer queries, we treat it as a fundamental

system resource to be distributed across the analysts.

In order to ensure acceptable utility for all analysts, [20] consid-

ers several additional desiderata that any mechanism in this space

should satisfy. They introduce the hypothetical collective where

an analyst has the choice of either answering their queries inde-

pendently with their own share of the privacy budget or joining a

group of other analysts and sharing their privacy budgets under a

joint mechanism. First, the mechanism must satisfy the Sharing In-

centive, meaning that the joint mechanism must offer each analyst

at least as much utility as they would receive if they took their share

of the privacy budget and answered their queries independently.

This protects analysts joining the mechanism ensuring that their

utility can only increase by so doing. A mechanism should also

satisfy Non-Interference or the stronger property of Analyst

Monotonicity, both stating (at a high level) that the addition of a

new analyst to the collective (along with their respective resources)

must not cause any analyst already in the collective to suffer a loss

in utility. This protects analysts already participating in the joint

mechanism, ensuring that the addition of new participants can only

increase their utility.

Previous work [20] considers the offline case where all queries

are presented ahead of time and a mechanism outputs all query

answers at once. This offline query answering model is equivalent

to one time data release such as the data products released by the

US Census Bureau [17]. In this paper, we consider the extension to

the online query answering model, where queries are asked one at

a time without prior knowledge of the entire query sequence.
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1.1 Contributions

We consider the extension to the Online setting where queries

are asked one at a time and the number of queries being asked

is not known by the mechanism. This allows for cases where the

workload is not known in advance and queries may be sporadic.

Our contributions are as follows.

• In Section 3 we extend the multi-analyst differentially pri-

vate query answering problem to the online setting where

queries are in the form of an ordered sequence and must

be answered one at a time.

• We show experimentally in Section 4 that existing online

mechanisms fail to satisfy the sharing incentive or non-

interference and the disparities between analysts grows as

the distribution of queries becomes skewed towards one

analyst.

• We prove Theorem 6 which states that there is a funda-

mental limit to the number of queries a mechanism can

answer while still satisfying the sharing incentive and that

this limit scales polynomially in the number of analysts.

• On the positive side we provide two solutions to the on-

line multi-analyst differential privacy problem. First we

introduce a new mechanism in Section 6 called Seeded

Cache and Reconstruct, an online multi-analyst query

answering algorithm that satisfies differential privacy, shar-

ing incentive, analyst monotonicity, and non-interference.

This mechanism is subject to the upper bound on queries

implied by Theorem 6 but requires no modification to the

online query answering model.

• In Section 7 we introduce the Query Scheduler, a method

of circumventing the limitations of Theorem 6 while still

satisfying the sharing incentive by enforcing a structure

on the order in which analysts ask queries. We show, by a

reduction to the well known Counting Coupons problem,

that by randomly selecting an analyst to answer one of their

queries at each time step any efficient-enough algorithm

satisfies the sharing incentive.

• Finally we show that this result generalizes to cases where

the analysts are not chosen exactly uniformly at random

and the privacy budget shares are not exactly equal.

2 BACKGROUND

Data Representation Like previous work [11, 14, 15, 18], we con-

sider databases where each individual corresponds to exactly one

tuple. The algorithms considered use a vector representation of

the database denoted 𝒙 . More specifically, given a set of predicates

B = {𝜙1 . . . 𝜙𝑘 }, the original database 𝐷 is transformed into a vec-

tor of fractional counts 𝒙𝐷 where 𝒙𝐷𝑖 is the fraction of records in

𝐷 which satisfy 𝜙𝑖 . We denote the length of the data vector as |𝑥 |
(often referred to as the dimension of the database), the number

of individuals in the database 𝑛, and we will use the notation 𝒙 to

refer to the vector form of database 𝐷 .

Predicate counting queries are a versatile and powerful class of

queries that count the number of tuples satisfying a logical predicate.

A predicate corresponds to a condition in theWHERE clause of an

SQL query. A predicate counting query is one of the form SELECT

Count (*) FROM R WHERE 𝜙 . Workloads of counting queries

can express a rich and powerful set of queries such as histograms,

range queries, marginals, and datacubes. Like databases, a predicate

counting query can be represented as a |𝑥 |-length vector 𝒒 such

that the answer to the query is 𝒒𝑇 𝒙 .

Differential Privacy [4, 6] is a formal model of privacy that guar-

antees each individual that any query computed from sensitive data

would have been almost as likely as if the individual had opted out.

More formally, Differential Privacy is a property of a randomized

algorithm which bounds the ratio of output probabilities induced

by changes in a single record.

Definition 1 (Differential Privacy). A randomized mechanismM
is (𝜖 ,𝛿 )-differentially private if for two neighboring databases 𝐷 , and

𝐷′ which differ in at most one row, and any outputs𝑂 ⊆ 𝑅𝑎𝑛𝑔𝑒 (M):
the following holds:

Pr[M(𝐷) ∈ 𝑂] ≤ exp(𝜖) × Pr[M(𝐷′) ∈ 𝑂] + 𝛿

The parameter 𝜖 often called the privacy budget quantifies the

privacy loss. 𝛿 can be seen as the probability of catastrophic failure,

for this reason, 𝛿 is usually set to be negligibly low.

The LaplaceMechanism is a differentially private primitivewhich

is utilized in many differentially private mechanisms.

Definition 2 (Laplace Mechanism). Given a query vector 𝑞, the ran-

domized algorithmwhich outputs the following vector is 𝜖-differentially

private [6].

𝑞𝒙 + Lap
( ∥𝑞∥1

𝜖

)

Where ∥𝑞∥1 is the maximum L1 column norm of 𝑞, often called

the sensitivity of a query, and Lap(𝜎) denotes a sample from a

Laplace distribution with mean 0 and scale 𝜎 . While the sensitivity

of a query determines how much noise is necessary, for simplicity

of analysis we will consider in this work only queries of sensitivity

1. Any linear counting query can be reduced to a sensitivity of 1 by

multiplying it with a normalizing constant. Differentially private

releases compose with each other in that if there are two private

releases of the same data with two different privacy budgets the

amount of privacy lost is equivalent to the sum of their privacy

budgets. More formally we have the following.

Theorem 1 (DP composition [6]). LetM1 be an 𝜖1-differentially

private algorithm andM2 be an 𝜖2-differentially private algorithm.

Then their combination defined to beM1,2 (𝑥) = (M1 (𝑥),M2 (𝑥)) is
𝜖1 + 𝜖2-differentially private

This allows the privacy budget to be split across multiple mech-

anisms and have the overall privacy loss quantified across all the

mechanisms. In this way, the privacy budget acts like a finite re-

source that can be spent on various individual tasks. Private Mul-

tiplicative Weights [11] (PMW) is an online differentially pri-

vate mechanism that creates a synthetic database as queries are

being answered. At each time step if the synthetic database can

be used to answer an individual query with high enough accu-

racy then the synthetic database is queried, resulting in no pri-

vacy loss. If the synthetic database cannot be queried accurately

then the true database is queried using the Laplace Mechanism

and the noisy answer is then used to update the synthetic data-

base. PMW is (𝜖, 𝛿)-differentially private and satisfies (𝛼, 𝛽, 𝑘) -
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accuracy, meaning that it can answer 𝑘 queries with error under

𝛼 = 𝑂

(

( (log(𝑑 )+log(1/𝛽 ) ) log1/4 ( |𝐷 | ) log(1/𝛿 )
𝜖
√
𝑛

)

with probability 1 − 𝛽 .
The Matrix Mechanism [15, 18] is an offline query answering

mechanism for answering workloads of queries denoted𝑾 . The

mechanism creates an alternative "strategy workload" denoted 𝑨

to answer directly and reconstructs the queries in𝑾 from 𝑨. The

error of the matrix mechanism is as follows.

Error(𝑾 ,𝑨, 𝜖) = 2

𝜖2
∥𝑨∥21∥𝑾𝑨+∥2𝐹 (1)

This will be necessary to evaluate the error of mechanisms later.

We will also rely on results initially from [20] which are as follows.

Lemma 1. For any workload matrix𝑾 and any strategy 𝑨



𝑾 (𝑫𝑨)+




𝐹
≤



𝑾𝑨+




𝐹

where 𝑫 is a diagonal matrix with all diagonal entries greater than

or equal to 1 and 𝑨 is a full rank matrix.

Lemma 2. Let �̃� be the original strategy matrix 𝑨 with additional

queries (rows) added to it. We can write this as a block matrix as

�̃� =

[

𝑨

𝑪

]

Where 𝑪 are the additional queries. For any workload𝑾

and any strategy 𝑨



𝑾�̃�+




𝐹
≤



𝑾𝑨+




𝐹

Pujol et al. [20] showed that when using the matrix mechanism

reconstruction step, for any strategy matrix 𝑨 the addition of more

queries with additional privacy budget (Lemma 2) or additional

privacy budget for existing queries (Lemma 1) will always result

in a reconstruction with lower expected error. These are results

that we rely on heavily in the construction of the Seeded Cache

and Reconstruct mechanism in Section 6.

Counting Coupons For results in Section 7 we rely on a reduction

to the classic combinatorial problem of Counting Coupons.

The traditional Counting Coupons problem has an urn with 𝑘

unique coupon types from which we sample with replacement.

The goal is to calculate 𝑇𝑘 , the number of coupons that need to be

sampled in expectation in order to have at least one of each coupon

type. We can generalize this problem in two ways. First, suppose

we have a vector ®𝑚 indicating we need at least𝑚𝑖 copies of type

𝑖 . Second, suppose we have a vector ®𝑥 indicating that there are 𝑥𝑖
coupons of type 𝑖 in the urn. The more general problem is to find

𝑇𝑘 ( ®𝑚, ®𝑥), the expected number of samples with replacement needed

to obtain𝑚𝑖 copies of each type 𝑖 , given 𝑥𝑖 of that type in the urn.

We use a scalar for ®𝑥 or ®𝑚 to denote a length 𝑘 constant vector of

that value repeated.

We will rely on several results from the literature namely the

following theorems.

Theorem 2 (Coupon Collecting with Non-Uniform Proba-

bility [22]). Let 𝑘 be the number of unique coupons,𝑚 be the vector

representing the quotas for each coupon and 𝑝 be the vector represent-

ing the number of each coupon in the urn. Let 𝑃𝑘 =
∑𝑘
𝑖=0
®𝑝𝑖 and let

𝑆𝑚𝑖
(𝑡) = ∑𝑚𝑖−1

𝑘=0
𝑡𝑘

𝑘!
, the first𝑚𝑖 terms of the Taylor series expansion

of 𝑒𝑡 . Then the expected number of samples required to collect 𝑚𝑖

coupons of each type denoted 𝑇𝑛 ( ®𝑚, ®𝑝) is as follows

𝑇𝑘 ( ®𝑚, ®𝑝) = 𝑋𝑛

∫ ∞

0

(

1 −
𝑛

∏

𝑖=1

(1 − 𝑆 ®𝑚𝑖
(𝑝𝑖𝑡))𝑒−®𝑝𝑖𝑡 )

)

𝑑𝑡 (2)

Likewise, we have the special case where all coupons are equally

likely and ®𝑚 is a constant.

Corollary 1 (Coupon Collecting with Uniform Probability [19]).

𝑇𝑘 (𝑚, 1) = 𝑘

∫ ∞

0

(

1 −
𝑘

∏

𝑖=1

(1 − 𝑆𝑚𝑖
(𝑡)𝑒−𝑡 )

)

𝑑𝑡 = (3)

𝑘 (log(𝑘) + (𝑚 − 1) log(log(𝑘)) + 𝑜 (1)) (4)

Using Theorem 2 and Corollary 1 we can then construct the

following theorem from [22].

Theorem 3 (Coupon Collecting Upper Bound [22]). Let 𝑝𝑚𝑎𝑥

and 𝑝𝑚𝑖𝑛 be the maximum and minimum values of ®𝑝 respectively.

Let𝑚𝑚𝑎𝑥 be the maximum value of ®𝑚. Then we have the following

𝑇𝑘 ( ®𝑚, ®𝑝) ≤ 𝑝𝑚𝑎𝑥

𝑝𝑚𝑖𝑛
𝑇𝑘 (𝑚𝑚𝑎𝑥 , 1) = (5)

𝑝𝑚𝑎𝑥

𝑝𝑚𝑖𝑛
𝑘 (log(𝑘) + (𝑚𝑚𝑎𝑥 − 1) log(log(𝑘)) + 𝑜 (1)) (6)

3 PROBLEM FORMULATION

3.1 Setting

We consider the same setting as [20] adapted for online query

answering.

There are 𝑘 analysts each with an associated positive privacy

budget 𝑠1, 𝑠2 . . . 𝑠𝑘 such that
∑𝑘
𝑖=0 𝑠𝑖 = 𝜖 . These weights denote the

shares of the overall privacy budget 𝜖 to which each analyst is

entitled. We denote the privacy budget entitled to a collection of

analysts S ⊆ {1, ..., 𝑘} as 𝜖S =
∑

𝑖∈𝑆 𝑠𝑖 .
A Differentially Private Multi-Analyst online mechanism takes

in as input a sequence of query, analyst tuples (𝑞, 𝑖) ∈ Q×{1, . . . , 𝑘}
consisting of a linear counting query and the identifier for the ana-

lyst asking the query. We denote the sub-sequence of Q containing

only the queries asked by analyst 𝑖 as Q𝑖 and the sub-sequence of

Q containing queries from analysts in the set S as QS . Likewise

we denote the 𝑖𝑡ℎ query in the query sequence Q𝑖 . The data curator
must answer each query one at a time before the next query is

revealed.

Bun et al. [1] show that answering queries in the online setting

is strictly more difficult than in the offline setting since the queries

are not known in advance. This leads to classes of queries that can

be answered efficiently under differential privacy in the offline case

but not in the online case. Mechanisms designed for the offline case

do not always translate straightforwardly to the online case.Wewill

show that the additional constraints of the sharing incentive causes

an even greater separation between the offline and online multi-

analyst settings. There are additional complexities that arise when

considering multiple analysts in the online setting. In particular,

we will show that the order in which queries are received can affect

the distribution of error across queries. This is a unique property

of the online setting which makes it difficult for a mechanism to

share privacy across analysts budget while still ensuring the sharing

incentive.
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3.2 Desiderata

The utility metrics used in online QA systems (number of suffi-

ciently accurately answered queries) are often different from those

used in offline QA systems (total mean squared error). In this work,

we define utility as the number of queries an analyst can answer

with error under some pre-defined threshold 𝛼 . Of course, the cor-

rect notion of utility may be context dependent, so we define the

desiderata with respect to an arbitrary utility function𝑈𝑖 represent-

ing the utility for analyst 𝑖 . Given this, we adapt the multi-analyst

desiderata from [20] to the online setting. At a high level, these

desiderata are intended to ensure that each of the multiple analysts

receives high utility, as opposed to merely optimizing for total or

average utility, potentially at the expense of some analysts seeing

poor performance.

A natural baseline for the utility a given analyst should demand

is that which they would expect if their queries were answered inde-

pendently with their share of the privacy budget. Any multi-analyst

differentially private mechanism should incentivize a rational agent

to participate in the collective mechanism by guaranteeing that

they will receive at least as much utility as they would expect in the

independent case. Any mechanism which satisfies this requirement

is said to satisfy the sharing incentive, more formally as follows.

Definition 3 (Sharing Incentive [20]). A mechanismM satisfies

the sharing incentive if for any collection of analysts S, any analyst

𝑖 ∈ 𝑆 and all query sequences,

E[𝑈𝑖 (M,QS, 𝜖S)] ≥ E[𝑈𝑖 (M,Q𝑖 , 𝑠𝑖 )]
Where E is the expectation over the randomness of the mecha-

nism. The sharing incentive only provides a baseline of comparison

to utility in the independent case. A stronger guarantee would be

that the addition of an analyst (along with their privacy budget) to

any collective should never decrease the utility of any analyst in

the collective. This property is called analyst monotonicity.

Definition 4 (Analyst Monotonicity [20]). A mechanismM is an-

alyst monotonic if for all collections of analysts S, any two analysts

𝑖, 𝑗 ∈ S for all query sequences.

E[𝑈𝑖 (M,QS, 𝜖S)] ≥ E[𝑈𝑖 (M,QS\𝑗 , 𝜖S\𝑗 )]
It is straightforward to show that analyst monotonicity implies

sharing incentive by induction. The converse, however, is not true;

analyst monotonicity is a stronger guarantee in this sense. For

example, suppose you know the utilities guaranteed by the sharing

incentive to analysts from their independent cases. You could satisfy

the sharing incentive by optimizing for total number of queries

answered subject to utility constraints for all of the analysts, but

such a scheme would not ensure analyst monotonicity in general.

Note that checking for violation of analyst monotonicity empir-

ically is intractable in general, as it requires quantifying over all

possible subsets of analysts. The relaxation of analyst monotonicity

called non-interference provides the same guarantee but only for

the collective consisting of all analysts. In other words, the weaker

guarantee of non-interference is that the addition of the last analyst

to the collective does not decrease the utility of any other analyst.

We will argue theoretically that our algorithms satisfy the stronger

property of analyst monotonicity or the weaker property of sharing

incentive, but we include the definition of non-interference because

we measure the empirical interference in our experiments.

Definition 5 (Non-Interference [20]). A mechanismM satisfies

non-interference if for any two analysts 𝑖, 𝑗 ∈ S where 𝑖 ≠ 𝑗 , and for

all query sequences,

E[𝑈𝑖 (M,Q, 𝜖)] ≥ E[𝑈𝑖 (M,Q \ Q 𝑗 , 𝜖 − 𝑠 𝑗 )]

Finally, any multi-analyst mechanism should be able to adapt

and efficiently answer any valid query. We say that a multi-analyst

mechanism is Adaptive if the sequence of outputs given is a direct

function of its input queries and is not pre-determined. This ensures

that in addition to satisfying the desiderata above mechanisms are

efficient and non-trivial.

3.3 Independent Mechanisms

Prior work [20] has shown that one can satisfy all three desiderata

by dividing the privacy budget and running an instance of a single

analyst differentially private mechanism (with their associated pri-

vacy budget). These independent mechanisms however are highly

inefficient as they do not allow analysts with similar queries to

share either privacy budget or query answers. We therefore, take

these independent mechanisms as an appropriate baseline to which

we can compare our new mechanisms.

3.4 Problem Statement

The goal of this work is to design online multi-analyst differentially

private mechanisms that answer (possibly large) query sequences

submitted by multiple analysts while satisfying the three desiderata.

Problem 1. Given any sequence of query, analyst tuples Q on a

database𝐷 with positive weights 𝑠1, . . . , 𝑠𝑘 s.t. 𝑠1 + . . .+𝑠𝑘 = 𝜖 , design

an adaptive mechanismM such that:

• M satisfies differential privacy,

• M satisfies sharing incentive (Definition 3), analyst mono-

tonicity (Definition 4), and non-interference (Definition 5),

• andM answers as many queries accurately as possible.

4 MOTIVATING EXPERIMENTS

Here we demonstrate that both classic mechanisms such as the

Laplace mechanism as well as state of the art mechanisms such as

Private Multiplicative Weights fail to satisfy the sharing incentive

and non-interference. The experiments highlight a key difference

between the online and offline problem, namely that the order in

which queries are answered can have a significant impact on the

utility of the agents.

Consider the case with two analysts, Alice and Bob, each with

an identical query sequence on disjoint halves of the dataset and an

equal share of half the privacy budget 𝜖 = 1. In order to generate

the query sequences, we let 𝑝 ∈ [0.5, 1] determine the probability

that Alice’s query gets asked at each time step. At 𝑝 = 0.5, Alice

and Bob have an equal chance of their queries being answered; the

resulting joint query stream is uniformly distributed between their

queries. As 𝑝 increases at each time step the probability that the

query will belong to Alice increases. When 𝑝 → 1, all of Alice’s

queries are answered first followed by Bob’s queries.
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of analysts 𝑘 , any database 𝑥 of dimension |𝑥 | ≥ 2𝑘 and 𝑛 sufficiently

large there exists shares of privacy budgets (𝑠1, . . . , 𝑠𝑘 ) and a query
sequence Q of size 𝑂 ((𝛼𝜖/𝑘)2/3) such that if mechanism M can

answer all the queries in Q with error less than threshold 𝛼 then

there exists an alternative workload Q′ in whichM must violate the

sharing incentive.

Proof. We begin by considering the case where there are two

analysts, Alice and Bob and will expand to 𝑘 analysts afterward.

Each analyst is entitled to 𝜖/2 of the privacy budget. We will con-

struct two query sequences Q and Q′ which share a large prefix

such that if a mechanism spends the entire privacy budget answer-

ing the prefix it can answer all the queries in Q but if it spends more

than 𝜖/2 budget answering the prefix, it will violate the sharing

incentive in Q′.
We start by constructing sequence Q. First we partition the

database on a single predicate into two disjoint halves (e.g., males

and females). Alice will ask queries on the first half of the database.

Bob will also ask his queries on the first half in Q. He will ask his

queries on the second half in Q′. Alice asks 𝑑 random queries on

the first half of the database where 𝑑 is the largest integer such

that 𝑑
√
𝑑

𝜖 < 𝛼 <
2𝑑
√
𝑑

𝜖 . By Theorem 4 Alice’s queries cannot be

answered by any mechanism using only 𝜖
2 of the privacy budget

but can with the entire privacy budget. Bob will then ask the first

𝑑′ queries from Alice’s queries where 𝑑′ is the largest integer such

that 2𝑑 ′
√
𝑑 ′

𝜖 < 𝛼 . In this case, all of Bob’s queries are identical to

Alice’s queries and as such her query answers can be reused to

answer Bob’s.

Now we will construct the alternative sequence Q′. Alice will
ask the same queries as in Q, this will serve as the identical prefix.
In this case, Bob will ask a different set of queries. Bob will ask 𝑑′

random distinct queries from the second half of the database where

𝑑′ is the largest integer such that 2𝑑 ′
√
𝑑 ′

𝜖 < 𝛼 <
(𝑑+𝑑 ′ )

√
(𝑑+𝑑 ′ )

𝜖 .

In this case, since Bob’s queries are from the second half of the

database Alice’s queries cannot be used to aid in answering Bob’s

queries.

Since Bob’s queries in Q are copies of Alice’s queries, all the

queries in Q can be answered by answering only Alice’s queries

using the entire privacy budget and reusing her answers to answer

Bob’s queries. By Theorem 5 the Laplace mechanism can answer

all of Alice’s queries under the threshold 𝛼 . Since 𝛼 <
2𝑑
√
𝑑

𝜖 , by

Theorem 4, there is no differentially private mechanism that can

answer Alice’s queries while only using 𝜖/2 of the privacy budget.

In order to answer all of Alice’s queries some of Bob’s budget must

be used. Likewise in Q′ since (𝑑+𝑑
′ )
√
(𝑑+𝑑 ′ )

𝜖 > 𝛼 there exists no

𝜖-differentially private mechanism that can answer all of Alice’s

queries and all of Bob’s queries under the threshold. However, no

online mechanism can distinguish between Q and Q′ before Bob’s
queries and thus must have the same behavior on both sequences up

to this point. Since Alice’s queries in both are sufficiently large the

mechanism must decide on either answering all of Alice’s queries

or saving privacy budget for Bob. If mechanismM can answer

all the queries in Q it must use Bob’s share of the privacy budget

prior to Bob’s queries being answered. In Q this is fine as Bob’s

queries consist of a prefix of Alice’s queries which can be reused,

however in Q′, since 𝑑′ is the largest integer such that 2𝑑
′√𝑑 ′
𝜖 < 𝛼

by Theorem 4, if any of Bob’s privacy budget is used prior to his

queries there exists no mechanism that can answer all of his queries.

Since Bob’s share of the privacy budget is sufficient for mechanism

M to answer all of his queries in the independent case, this is a

violation of the sharing incentive. Alternatively, if mechanismM
does satisfy the sharing incentive it cannot answer all of Alice’s

queries in either Q or Q′ since it cannot distinguish between Q
and Q′ prior to Bob’s queries.

We can extend this example to the case of 𝑘 analysts to get the

linear separation between a general online mechanism and one that

satisfies the sharing incentive. We consider 𝑘 analysts each with 𝜖
𝑘

of the privacy budget and split the database into 𝑘 equal parts. The

first analyst will ask 𝑑 queries where 𝑑 is the largest integer such

that 𝑑
√
𝑑

𝜖 < 𝛼 <
𝑘𝑑
√
𝑑

𝜖 .

Each subsequent analyst will each ask a set of𝑑′ queries where𝑑′

is the largest integer such that 𝑘𝑑
′√𝑑 ′
𝜖 < 𝛼 and

(𝑑+(𝑘−1)𝑑 ′ )
√
(𝑑+(𝑘−1)𝑑 ′ )

𝜖
> 𝛼 . In Q each of those analysts will ask prefixes of the first ana-

lyst’s queries and in Q′ they will each ask queries from their unique

partition of the database.

By Theorem 4 no mechanism can answer more than(𝛼𝜖/𝑘)2/3
queries using with error under 𝛼 using 𝜖

𝑘
of the privacy budget.

As such if the mechanism answers any more than (𝛼𝜖/𝑘)2/3 of the
first analyst’s queries it must take from at least one of the other

subsequent analysts resulting in a violation of the sharing incentive.

Therefore any mechanism that satisfies the sharing incentive

in all cases can answer at most (𝛼𝜖/𝑘)2/3 queries for any agent

when the privacy budget is distributed equally. Now consider Q′′
which shares the same prefix as Q and Q′. In this case, each analyst

other than the first only asks one query. Since this query sequence

contains the same large prefix it must have the same behavior as

in the previous two cases. Thus despite being asked many queries

a mechanism that satisfies the sharing incentive can only answer

(𝛼𝜖/𝑘)2/3 + 𝑘 − 1 queries in total. □

This shows that any online mechanism can choose between an-

swering a large number of queries in all cases or satisfying the

sharing incentive but not both. Compare this to the number of

queries that can be answered by the simple Laplace mechanism

with sequential composition. The Laplace mechanism can answer

an arbitrary (𝛼𝜖)2/3 queries under the threshold 𝛼 . This means

that even the Laplace mechanism with sequential composition can

answer too many queries, in any sequence of queries, to satisfy

the sharing incentive. Any mechanism which satisfies the sharing

incentive cannot perform any better in all cases than the indepen-

dent version of the Laplace mechanism which divides the privacy

budget equally k ways.

We note that this result is unique to the online setting where

queries must be answered one at a time and in a fixed order. In

the offline setting where the entire workload is known one can

create an alternative "strategy workload" to answer which can be

used to reconstruct each analysts’ queries efficiently. Often online

mechanisms are analyzed through the random order model [7ś9]

where the queries appear in random order instead of an adversarial

one. However, in our case ordering the queries randomly doesn’t

circumvent the upper bound of Theorem 6 since, in the setting
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above, the first analyst asks the vast majority of queries. As the

number of analysts and privacy budget grows large the first ana-

lyst’s queries become the overwhelming majority of queries and as

such the adversarial case will still happen with high probability.

In the following sections, we will present two solutions for online

multi-analyst differential privacy. The first solution in Section 6 will

be an analyst monotonic mechanism for any sequence of queries

and any distribution of privacy budget. As such this solution will

be subject to the upper bound of Theorem 6. In Section 7 we will

introduce a method to circumvent Theorem 6 by restricting the

order in which queries can appear. From there wewill show that any

sufficiently efficient online mechanism can be made to satisfy the

sharing incentive by restricting the order in which analyst queries

are answered.

6 CACHE AND RECONSTRUCT

Here we introduce Seeded Cache and Reconstruct (Algorithm 1),

an online mechanism for answering linear queries which satisfies

all the desiderata for any sequence of queries in any order. The

seeded cache and reconstruct mechanism works by initially gen-

erating a cache of answered queries and then using that cache to

reconstruct other queries once privacy budget has been expended.

The mechanism has three phases which each analyst goes through

asynchronously based on their remaining privacy budget:

• The first phase happens during initialization. Each analyst

donates a fixed fraction of their privacy budget to answer a

basis set of queries using all the donated budget. As the num-

ber of analysts increases the quality of the seed is increased

as more privacy budget is donated to it. An example of such

a basis is a histogram of counts over all unique values in

the database’s universe.

• The second phase begins after initialization and ends once

the analyst runs out of privacy budget. In this phase, the

analysts ask additional queries. If the query is already in

the cache the answer is reused. If the query is not in the

cache it is answered using the Laplace mechanism and then

added to the cache.

• The third phase begins once an analyst’s privacy budget

is expended. In this phase, they can use the entire cache

to reconstruct their remaining queries by using the Matrix

Mechanism [15] reconstruction step. Since the basis was

generated in the first phase it is possible to reconstruct any

query from the cached queries but those reconstructions

may lead to answers with high error.

Lemma 3. Seeded Cache and Reconstruct is analyst monotonic.

Proof. Consider a collective 𝑆 ⊆ {1, ..., 𝑘} and analysts 𝑖, 𝑗 ∈
𝑆 . QS\𝑗 is the subsequence of Q restricted to queries labeled for

analysts in S \ 𝑗 . Consider some 𝑞 ∈ 𝑄𝑖 such that Seeded Cache

and Reconstruct answers 𝑞 with error at most 𝛼 when run on QS\𝑗
with privacy budget 𝜖S\𝑗 . We will show that Seeded Cache and

Reconstruct also answers 𝑞 with error at most 𝛼 when run on QS
with privacy budget 𝜖S . The argument follows by cases for how 𝑞

is answered by Seeded Cache and Reconstruct in the first instance

(without 𝑗 in the collective).

First, suppose 𝑞 was answered directly by using privacy budget

from analyst 𝑖 in the first instance. Then 𝑞 will still be answered as

long as 𝑖 has sufficient privacy budget when asking 𝑞 in the second

instance. This must be the case: For any prior query on which 𝑖

spends privacy budget in the first instance, either 𝑖 still spends the

same privacy budget on the query in the second instance, or the

query was asked by 𝑗 and cached, in which case 𝑖 will have more

privacy budget in the second instance. In other words, individual

analyst privacy budgets at a given query in their sequence are

monotone non-decreasing with respect to the addition of an analyst

to the collective.

Second, suppose the answer to𝑞 was in cache in the first instance:

Then some other analyst 𝑘 ≠ 𝑖 ∈ S \ 𝑗 spent budget to answer 𝑞

prior to 𝑖’s query in QS\𝑗 . Because answering directly always takes
precedence over reconstruction when possible, 𝑘 will also spend

budget to answer 𝑞 prior to 𝑖’s query in QS unless 𝑗 has already

answered and cached 𝑞 previously. Either way, 𝑞 will still be cached

when 𝑖 asks the query in QS . Note that 𝑘 must still have enough

budget to afford 𝑞 in QS by the budget monotonicity condition

argued in the first case. In other words, the cache contents are also

monotone with respect to adding an analyst to the collective.

Third and finally, suppose 𝑞 was answered by reconstruction

using theMatrixMechanism reconstruction step in the first instance

(with expected error at most 𝛼). Suppose for a contradiction Seeded

Cache and Reconstruct returned a reconstructed answer to 𝑞 with

expected error greater than 𝛼 in the second instance with 𝑗 in the

collective. But we have already argued in the second case that the

cache contents are monotone with respect to adding an analyst to

the collective, and Lemma 2 states that any such reconstruction on

a superset of the first instance’s cache can only have lower expected

error. Likewise, the seed quality monotonically increases with the

number of analysts. Lemma 1 states that any reconstruction with

identical queries of higher quality can only have lower expected

error. This establishes the contradiction in the third case.

Thus, the queries of analyst 𝑖 answered in the first instance

(without 𝑗 in the collective) with expected error at most 𝛼 is a

subset of the queries answered with expected error at most 𝛼 in the

second instance (with 𝑗 in the collective). As the analyst’s utility

is the number of such queries, it follows that 𝑖’s utility in the first

instance is no more than 𝑖’s utility with 𝑗 in the collective.

□

6.1 Utility and Trade-offs

Each component to seeded cache and reconstruct adds additional

utility to the mechanism while retaining analyst monotonicity. The

reconstruction allows for additional queries to be answered once

an analyst’s privacy budget is expended. The full rank seeding at

the beginning ensures that the matrix mechanism reconstruct step

[15] can reconstruct any linear query and not just those supported

by the queries that are added to the cache. This ensures that even

when all analysts have expended their privacy budget any query

may be answered (though not necessarily with error below the 𝛼

threshold).

Seeded cache and reconstruct always satisfies Analyst Mono-

tonicity, regardless of the seed and parameter choice, (and thus

the weaker notion of Sharing Incentive) but the choice of seed can
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Algorithm 1: Seeded Cache and Reconstruct

input :Sequence of queries with associated analyst

Q ← (𝑞1, 𝑎𝑖 ) . . . (𝑞 | Q | , 𝑎𝑖 ),
Vector of 𝑘 shares ®𝑆 ← {𝑠1, 𝑠2 . . . 𝑠𝑘 } ,
Data vector x,

privacy budget 𝜖 ,

Threshold 𝛼 ,

Fraction of budget for seed 𝛾 ,

Basis of queries to be generated 𝑩,

Privacy budget per query 𝜆

output :Sequence of Query Answers

Phase 1 (Mechanism Initialization)

1 Seed cache 𝑪 with all queries of 𝐵 with 𝛾𝜖 privacy budget

2 Create a vector of remaining privacy budget ®𝜖 = (1 − 𝛾)𝜖 ®𝑆
3 for 𝑖 ← 1 to |Q| by 1 do

Phase 2 (Using Privacy Budget)

4 if ®𝜖𝑖 ≥ 𝜆 then

5 if Q𝑖 ∈ 𝑪 then

6 return Query answer from C
7 else

8 Create noisy query answer Q̂𝑖 with Laplace

Mechanism using privacy budget 𝜆

9 ®𝜖𝑖 ← ®𝜖𝑖 − 𝜆
10 Add Q̂𝑖 to C
11 return Q̂𝑖

Phase 3 (Reconstructing Queries)

12 if ®𝜖𝑖 < 𝜆 then

13 return Matrix Mechanism reconstruction of Q𝑖
using C

greatly impact the error of reconstructed queries. Seeded cache and

reconstruct is at its best when one has some prior knowledge of

the likely kinds of queries to be asked. In this case, the data curator

can choose a specific seed that performs well on those queries. Past

work [2, 13, 21, 24] has shown that one can design a particular

workload that performs well on a family of queries. For example

the hierarchical mechanism [21] performs especially well on long

range queries. A data curator who knows that range queries will be

asked frequently may use the queries from the hierarchical mecha-

nism as a basis in that case. Even in cases where there is no known

optimal basis for a particular family of queries the data curator can

use the Matrix Mechanism [15] to generate a strong basis.

One may note that seeded cache and reconstruct is restrictive in

how it answers queries: the algorithm never attempts to reconstruct

the answer to a new query if there is privacy budget available to

answer it via Laplace. There are times when this seems to imply an

unnecessary waste of privacy budget. We argue that this restriction

is necessary to ensure analyst monotonicity, specifically the sharing

incentive.

For example, consider the case where there are two analysts

Alice and Bob. They each have equal shares of the privacy budget.

Assume that any query reconstructed with at most 2 queries which

are answered using the privacy budget will have error under the

threshold𝛼 . Alice asks her queries first and asks all the point queries

(range queries of length 1). Bob asks all the length 2 range queries

followed by all the length 4 range queries. In the independent case

Bob will answer all of his length 2 range queries by expending

his privacy budget and will reconstruct his length 4 range queries

using those answers. In the joint case however Alice will answer all

her queries using her privacy budget, then Bob will reconstruct the

size 2 range queries from Alice’s cached queries. When he asks the

size 4 range queries he will not be able to reconstruct them all from

the queries in the cache and will fail in answering all of them with

privacy budget directly. These conditions arise when the addition

of new analysts results in drastically different behavior between

the joint and independent cases.

Since seeded cache and reconstruct satisfies the sharing incentive

it is subject to Theorem 6. Seeded cache and reconstruct performs

particularly poorly in cases like the ones shown in Section 5 where

each analyst asks queries on disjoint sections of the database. In

these cases, no two analysts have any queries that rely on the same

information. As no analyst can use another analyst’s query answers

to help reconstruct their own. In this case, each analyst performs

no better than if they had answered their queries independently.

While these cases do exist we show in Section 8 that these cases are

infrequent and that cache and reconstruct typically outperforms

even optimal independent mechanisms.

Despite this, there is a cost that analyst monotonic mechanisms

pay in terms of their ability to a large number of queries below 𝛼

error. We see in Section 8 that mechanisms that fail to satisfy any of

the desiderata such as non-independent PMW outperform seeded

cache and reconstruct in this sense.

7 THE QUERY SCHEDULER

Seeded Cache and Reconstruct achieves all of our desiderata, and in

a sense łsolvesž the problem of multi-analyst differential privacy for

online query answering. However, it is subject to the fundamental

upper bound of Theorem 6 which implies that performance (mea-

sured in the total number of queries answered) has a polynomial

dependence on 𝑘 , the number of analysts. In system design contexts

where privacy budget is an extremely precious resource, this may

not be an acceptable trade-off.

Instead, one might want to use a given state-of-the-art online

query answering algorithm without compromising performance

and simply modify it to satisfy the sharing incentive for multiple

analysts. In this section, we describe how to complete such a generic

reduction. Our intuition from Section 4 is that the order in which

analysts ask queries is also of crucial importance to multi-analyst

desiderata (in particular, it is better from an analyst’s perspective

to come earlier in the order). Whereas Seeded Cache and Recon-

struct achieves analyst monotonicity by directly accounting for the

privacy budget used by different analysts, we show that it is also

possible to satisfy the sharing incentive by constraining the order

in which analysts ask queries.

We introduce the Query Scheduler. The query scheduler takes

in as input an existing online mechanism and the query sequence.

At each time step, an analyst is chosen to answer their next query in

the sequence. While seeded cache and reconstruct allocates privacy

budget directly, the Query Scheduler instead łallocatesž time, by
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selecting at which times analysts can answer their queries. Note

that this approach circumvents Theorem 6 precisely by restricting

the online input model. Importantly, we do not constrain the set of

possible query sequences, only the set of possible analyst identifier

sequences. Practically speaking, this has the effect of modifying

existing algorithms to satisfy the sharing incentive at the cost of

occasionally łstallingž when the next scheduled analyst does not

have a query ready.

Below we introduce two methods for allocating time across

analysts. The round-robin Scheduler enforces that queries be

asked in a round-robin fashion where every analyst must answer a

query before any other analyst can ask another. The Randomized

Scheduler instead randomly selects an analyst at each time step

to answer their queries.

7.1 Round-robin Scheduler

The round-robin scheduler selects analysts one at a time in a fixed

rotation. This ensures that every analyst is given a chance to an-

swer a query before any analyst gets another. Consider applying

the round-robin scheduler to the adversarial query sequence from

Section 5 where Alice asks all her queries first followed by a single

query from each other analyst. The round-robin scheduler will en-

sure that each analyst receives an opportunity to ask their queries

before Alice expends all of the privacy budget. As a result the

scheduler stalls after Alice’s first query waiting for the queries from

the other analysts. In this case, Alice must wait until the entire

query sequence is complete before her second query is answered.

The round-robin scheduler ensures that each analyst will have the

opportunity to answer their queries before all the resources are

consumed at the cost of additional wait time. As a result Theorem 7

states that any mechanism which scales at least linearly with the

privacy budget satisfies the sharing incentive.

Theorem 7 (round-robin). Let every analyst have an equal

share of the privacy budget. When queries are asked in a round-robin

manner any mechanismM which can answer at most 𝑐 queries with

expected error under threshold𝛼 with privacy budget 𝜖 and can answer

at least the first 𝑘 · 𝑐 queries under threshold 𝛼 with privacy budget

𝑘 · 𝜖 satisfies the sharing incentive.

Proof. First, we note that as a property of the round-robin

scheduler if there are 𝑘 analysts after answering 𝑐 · 𝑘 queries each

analyst has asked exactly 𝑐 queries. Each analyst is entitled to

an equal privacy budget 𝜖
𝑘
. Therefore when there are 𝑘 analysts

participating there is a total of 𝜖 privacy budget. By assumption

mechanismM can answer at most 𝑐 queries and at the end of 𝑐

queries each analyst has had 𝑐
𝑘
queries answered. Let an additional

analyst join the system. The total privacy budget is now 𝜖 + 𝜖
𝑘
=

(1 + 1
𝑘
) · 𝜖 . By assumption mechanism M can answer at least

𝑐 + 𝑐
𝑘
=
(𝑘+1)𝑐

𝑘
queries resulting in each analyst answering at least

(𝑘+1)𝑐
𝑘

1
𝑘+1 =

𝑐
𝑘
queries. Therefore the addition of any analyst can

only ever improve the number of queries each analyst answers.

□

We can further adapt this for cases with non-equal shares of the

privacy budget. Instead of doing strict round-robin ordering during

each round we allow an analyst to ask a number of queries propor-

tional to the number of queries they could ask in the independent

setting.

Unfortunately, the round-robin scheduler depends on each ana-

lyst always having a query ready when it is their turn to answer. In

order to preserve the sharing incentive if an analyst does not have

a query ready the Scheduler must stall and wait for their query. In

practical settings, this could lead to long times waiting while the

mechanism is stalled.

7.2 Randomized Scheduler

The randomized scheduler, like the round-robin scheduler, selects

an analyst at each time step to answer a query. Unlike the round-

robin scheduler which answers queries in a deterministic order, the

randomized scheduler randomly selects an analyst at each time step.

The randomized scheduler is less restrictive than the round-robin

scheduler while still ensuring that an efficient enough mechanism

can satisfy the sharing incentive without any further changes. This

can be demonstrated through a reduction to the well studied coupon

collectors problem [19, 22]. In the coupon collectors problem, there

are 𝑘 unique types of coupons in an urn. At each time step one

coupon is chosen at random (with replacement). The goal is to find

the value of 𝑇𝑘 ( ®𝑚, ®𝑝), that is the expected number of time steps

required to acquire ®𝑚𝑖 of each coupon when there are ®𝑝𝑖 of each
coupon in the urn.

We can ask a similar question of the randomized scheduler. At

each time step, given that an analyst is chosen at random to answer

their query, in expectation how many queries must be answered

so that each analyst answers at least as many queries as in the

independent case. This reduces directly to the coupon collectors

problem if you set ®𝑚 to be the number of queries that each analyst

receives in the independent case 𝑇𝑘 ( ®𝑚, ®𝑝) becomes the expected

number of queries required for each analyst to at least answer as

many queries as in the independent case. As such we can prove

Theorem 8.

Theorem 8 (Uniform Randomized Scheduler). Let each of the

𝑘 analysts have an equal share of the privacy budget. Assume that at

each time step an analyst is selected uniformly at random to answer

a query. Given a mechanismM which can answer at most 𝑐 queries

with expected error under threshold 𝛼 with privacy budget 𝜖 and

can answer at least the first 𝑘 (log(𝑘) + (𝑐 − 1) log(log(𝑘)) + 𝑜 (1))
queries under threshold 𝛼 with privacy budget𝑘 ·𝜖 satisfies the sharing
incentive.

Proof. If a random analyst is chosen at each round to answer a

query by Corollary 1 the expected number of queries required to

satisfy the sharing incentive for all analysts is𝑇𝑘 (𝑐, 1) = 𝑘 (log(𝑘) +
(𝑚 − 1) log(log(𝑘)) + 𝑜 (1)). □

We can use Theorem 2 to extend this statement to hold for any

distribution of privacy budgets and non-uniform distribution.

Theorem 9 (Non-Uniform Randomized Scheduler). Let ®𝑝 be

the vector with values proportional to the probabilities that each

analyst is chosen during any time step and ®𝑚 be the vector that states

the number of queries each analyst can answer independently. Given

a mechanismM which can answer at most ®𝑚𝑖 queries with expected
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error under threshold 𝛼 with privacy budget 𝑠𝑖𝜖 and can answer at

least the first
𝑝𝑚𝑎𝑥

𝑝𝑚𝑖𝑛
𝑘 (log(𝑘) + (𝑚𝑚𝑎𝑥 −1) log(log(𝑘)) +𝑜 (1)) queries

under threshold 𝛼 with privacy budget 𝜖 satisfies the sharing incentive,

where 𝑝𝑚𝑎𝑥 and 𝑝𝑚𝑖𝑛 are the maximum and minimum values of ®𝑥
respectively and𝑚𝑚𝑎𝑥 is the maximum of ®𝑚.

Proof. First we note that Theorem 3 upper bounds 𝑇𝑘 ( ®𝑚, ®𝑝) ≤
𝑝𝑚𝑎𝑥

𝑝𝑚𝑖𝑛
𝑇𝑘 (𝑚𝑚𝑎𝑥 , 1). We then once again apply Corollary 1 directly

to get
𝑝𝑚𝑎𝑥

𝑝𝑚𝑖𝑛
𝑘 (log(𝑘) + (𝑚𝑚𝑎𝑥 − 1) log(log(𝑛)) +𝑜 (1)) thus proving

Theorem 9. □

We note that while Theorem 9 implies that any mechanism

efficient enough to answer that many queries will always satisfy the

sharing incentive it is not always the case that such a mechanism

exists. For instance, if 𝑇𝑘 ( ®𝑚, ®𝑥) is large enough then the lower

bounds of [3, 12] ensure that no mechanism can answer all the

queries under threshold 𝛼 .

Algorithm 2: Randomized Scheduler

input :Sequence of queries with associated analyst

Q ← {(𝑞1, 𝑎𝑖 ) . . . (𝑞 | Q | , 𝑎𝑖 )},
Number of analysts 𝑘

Differentially private mechanismM,

Set of parameters P,
output :Sequence of Query Answers

1 Initialize mechanismM with parameters P
2 Create a buffer ®𝐵 of queries for each analyst

At each time step 𝑖

3 if 𝑖 ≤ |Q| then
4 Add Q𝑖 to the buffer of the associated analyst

5 Sample 𝑗 ∈ [1, 𝑘] uniformly at random

6 return The first query in analyst 𝑗s buffer withM

7.3 Utility and Trade-offs

Unlike seeded cache and reconstruct the query schedulers enforce

the sharing incentive while circumventing the upper bound of

Theorem 6. The query scheduler inherits the efficiency guarantee

of the online mechanism that it uses. This ensures that the query

scheduler can answer just as many queries as a traditional online

mechanism that doesn’t satisfy any of the desiderata and can answer

significantly more queries than independent mechanisms.

In the standard online model mechanisms that satisfy the sharing

incentive incur a penalty to the number of queries they can answer.

The query scheduler instead incurs a penalty to how fast it can

answer those queries. Since the query scheduler enforces which

analysts can ask queries at any given time it cannot progress if

the chosen analyst has no queries to be answered. This causes the

query scheduler to stall and wait for an analyst to ask more queries

(or indicate that they are done asking queries), preventing any other

analyst from asking their queries. Wemeasure the impact of stalling

in practice by measuring each mechanism’s time to completion in

Section 8.

The round-robin scheduler ensures that any efficient mechanism

satisfies the sharing incentive however severely restricts the order-

ing of analysts. By ensuring that all analysts have asked the same

amount of queries the round-robin scheduler is guaranteed to stall

if any analyst has fewer queries prepared than any of the others.

The randomized scheduler requires an underlying mechanism that

is more efficient than the round-robin scheduler. In exchange, the

randomized scheduler stalls less often as the order of analysts is

sampled from a distribution which can be chosen to match some

prior knowledge of analysts’ behavior. We show in Section 8 that

this is particularly desirable when some analysts ask significantly

fewer queries than others. In that case, even when the analyst cho-

sen is sampled from the uniform distribution it incurs less stalling

time than the round-robin scheduler.

8 EXPERIMENTS

We design experiments to both test if the mechanisms proposed

satisfy the desiderata as well as how well they perform in practice.

The randomized process used to generate sequences is designed to

emulate possible sequences across multiple analysts that one might

see in a practical setting.

8.1 Experimental Setup

The following experiments are largely similar to the experiments

in Section 4 which have been extended to the case of more than

2 analysts. We consider 10 analysts each with equal shares of the

privacy budget 𝜖/10. This allows for more interactions and more

complex interactions between analysts than in the 2 analyst case.

We evaluated several different privacy budgets 𝜖 ∈ [0.1, 1, 10] but
found that the results remained largely the same across privacy

budgets. As such all the results shown below are using a moderate

privacy budget 𝜖 = 1.

A query sequence is generated by first assigning each analyst

with a workload from a list of either one of the census race work-

loads [18], the identity workload, prefix sum, or H2 workload. Each

of these workloads can either be asked on the entire database or

a subset of the database defined by a predicate. This ensures that

there is a mix of overlapping and disjoint queries. These work-

loads are then merged by randomly selecting an analyst to answer

a query at each time step. Like in Section 4 there is a parameter

𝑝 which denotes the probability that the first analyst is selected

to answer a query. The first analyst is chosen with probability 𝑝

each of the other analysts are chosen with probability (1 − 𝑝)/9.
In this case, since there are 10 analysts 𝑝 = 0.1 corresponds to the

case where an analyst is chosen uniformly at random each time

and values of 𝑝 above that signify that the first analysts asks their

queries with higher probability. We include 𝑝 values of 0.01 , 0.1,

and 0.9. This includes a case when one analyst is underrepresented,

a uniform distribution, and a case where one analyst is vastly over

represented.

8.2 Mechanisms

We use Independent PMW (ind) as our baseline mechanismwhich

we will compare our other mechanisms to. In this mechanism,

each analyst is given their own independent instance of PMW and

asks their queries exclusively on their respective instance. Since
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8.3 Empirical Measures

We measure overall utility as the number of queries that can be

answered with error under a threshold 𝛼 . For each analyst, their

individual utility is measured as the number of queries belonging

to that analyst that are answered with error under threshold 𝛼 .

In addition to utility, we measure the Maximum Ratio Error

and Empirical Interference as in [20]. These are measures of how

severe any violations of the sharing incentive and non-interference

respectively. The ratio error of a mechanismM of a given analyst 𝑖

is the utility ofM in the independent case divided by the utility of

theM in the joint case. This value measures the sharing incentive

and to what extent it is violated. Values greater than 1 signify a

violation of the sharing incentive and larger values signify larger

violations. Here we present theMaximum Ratio Error which is

the maximum of all ratio errors taken across all analysts.

max
𝑖

(

𝑈𝑖 (M,Q𝑖 , 𝑠𝑖𝜖)
𝑈𝑖 (M,Q, 𝜖)

)

The Empirical Interference is a measure of the extent to which a

mechanism violates non-interference. For any analyst 𝑖 the inter-

ference with respect to another analyst 𝑗 is measured as the ratio of

utility of analyst 𝑖 under mechanismM excluding 𝑗 and the utility

of analyst 𝑖 under the same mechanism with all analysts present.

Like before if this ratio is larger than 1 then analyst 𝑖 experiences

more utility when 𝑗 is excluded than when they are included in the

mechanism, indicating a violation of non-interference. We define

the Empirical Interference as the maximum interference across any

pair of analysts as follows.

max
𝑖, 𝑗,𝑖≠𝑗

𝑈𝑖 (M,Q \ Q 𝑗 , (1 − 𝑠 𝑗 )𝜖)
𝑈𝑖 (M,Q, 𝜖)

The Query Schedulers incur an additional cost in that they can

stall when queries are not available. In order to measure the impact

of the schedulers’ stalling, we measure the Time To Completion,

the number of time steps necessary for a mechanism to answer all

the queries. For the non-scheduled mechanisms this will simply

measure the size of the query sequence but for the scheduled mech-

anisms this will capture the stalling time in addition to the time

answering the queries.

8.4 Results

We see in Figure 3 the results for 𝜖 = 1 and 𝛼 = 0.01.

8.4.1 Utility. In terms of utility, it is clear that independently an-

swering queries results in a severe decrease in utility. Independent

PMW can answer less than half of the total queries under the thresh-

old while all of the other mechanisms perform significantly better

under all values of 𝑝 .

While SCR is analyst monotonic in all cases it comes at a slight

cost. SRC consistently answers slightly fewer queries than the op-

timal PMW or any of the schedulers but significantly better than

independent mechanisms. Since the schedulers only re-order the

query sequence they perform nearly identically to PMW. They even

outperform PMW in pathological cases where one analyst’s queries

are over-represented at the beginning of the sequence when 𝑝 = 0.9.

8.4.2 Max Ratio Error. PMW regularly violates the sharing incen-

tive for all values of 𝑝 . This is particularly severe in cases where one

analyst is either over or under represented. In those cases, some

analysts can see as many as 3 times more queries answered in the

independent case as opposed to the joint case. SCR has no violations

of the sharing incentive in any case whereas the schedulers only

observe violations in outlier cases due to the inherent randomness

of those mechanisms.

8.4.3 Empirical Interference. In most cases, PMW sees a violation

of non-interference, with only rare cases having no violations. Both

schedulers also violate non-interference in most cases and the vio-

lation grows as 𝑝 increases. Of the two schedulers, the randomized

scheduler observes significantly less severe violations of the sharing

incentive. For example in Figure 3i in the worst case, an analyst

can only answer 1.5× the queries without one analyst whereas the

round robin scheduler sees a 2.2× difference in the worst case. SCR

sees only a few outlier violations of the sharing incentive which

can be attributed to randomness. Unlike the schedulers, which do

not provably satisfy the sharing incentive, SCR sees only minor

violations and still satisfies the sharing incentive in expectation.

8.4.4 Time to Completion. Time to completion remains the same

for all the non-schedulers as there is no possibility for stalling.

In these cases, the time to completion is simply the number of

queries in the sequence. In all cases, both schedulers incur some

penalty in time to completion. This is the most extreme in the case

of 𝑝 = 0.01 when one analyst is severely underrepresented. This

can lead to frequent stalling where the mechanism is waiting on

the underrepresented analyst. In the worst case, this leads to the

schedulers taking up to twice as many iterations to completely

answer the entire sequence.

8.5 Discussion

We demonstrated that both seeded cache and reconstruct and the

query schedulers are efficient solutions that both satisfy the sharing

incentive. While they are both viable mechanisms each serves its

own purpose and the choice of which to use is left to the data

curator. Seeded cache and reconstruct has the benefit of being

provably analyst monotonic and as such can be used in high stakes

cases where satisfying the criteria is crucial. The query schedulers,

however, have the benefit that they can be built on top of existing

state of the art mechanisms and are not subject to the fundamental

query limit. These can be used in lower stakes cases where the

additional utility from the current state of the art outweighs the

need for the guarantees of non-interference.

9 CONCLUSION

We demonstrate through Theorem 6 that online mechanisms can

either answer a large number of queries (like PMW) or satisfy the

sharing incentive when the ordering is possibly adversarial. This

result relies heavily on the ability for queries to arrive in an ad-

versarial order where one analyst monopolizes those first set of

queries. We first propose Seeded Cache and Reconstruct, a mecha-

nism which is analyst monotonic in all cases but is subject to the

limit of Theorem 6. We then propose the alternative Query Sched-

uler which allows existing state-of-the-art online query answering

mechanisms to satisfy the sharing incentive without compromising

performance.
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